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Chaieotee and the Composing Procits4.
,

by Thomas, M. Rivers.N .

.
"Non Posse Oratoren(EsseNisi Virum B&pum" -.WY t (You are not.an'orator unlesk,! good !ken)

.

.

. c
..

.

. ,
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. . The 1983 College Compoiiton and Communicatilon.Conference,
,

The Writer's.,World%(s): Achieving:InsighE and Imp=act ", -contained
: .

the following.thematic.statement: Perhaps the reSi test of

writing competency is not so much how 'correct' Mg, writing as.
.

how cllar its thoughts., how sound its comce'pts, aemt-how effec-
.

tively it advances the best, potentialities.of.perso64 towards% a'
T

humane society." This essay will explore how.the440osing
-.-,

process can "advance the best potentialities of iiir6s3a toward a

humane society" and id particular will -take as its starting 09,Ant-
v,

1
the positibn that teacherm of all subjects, but parti!dularly;cbm,-

,
position teachers, mutt work for the development of character ,iry

-

I t

theix4tudents.

I believe.that compositkon teachers are in a unique position
,

to.do this because the act of communicating, of establishing "

communion, is in itself an-aCtibnof moral'dimension. It .

. involves more than technique because of the role' ommunicating

can play in the developing and promo.ting of chars ter. This view

%.0
of communicating (I include ofcourse both speech and wpiting)
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has a long tradition. As S. Michael Halloran states: "Implicit

in the Greek and Roman conceptiOn of rhetqric is a theofy of

rhetorical pedago0,.as a form of moral. education or character

development. If ;Ethos is manifested in rhetorical' action, 'and'

if ethos is
forma.

d by choobin9 ethical. modes of action, it
I

4.

follows that edu atiog a persOn in rhetorical action, Schooling

him in proper rhetorical habits, is a means of forming'his
; 4

Icharacter.,"1 tv.

For Arrsettie one became gOod by doing good acts, by Bevel-
.

oping the habit of doing good-acts. The very nature of rhetoric

as one sees in Cicero's essay "On Moral Duties" leads to action

and is itself a kind of action. Rhetoric is higher than philo-

sophical reasbning because "rhetoVc isu,first of all, a humane
ft

discipline grounded in chdice.and designed primarily to per-
,

suede." It is through rhetoric that One'is capableof changing
.

reality.2.

Besides the ethical dimension implicit in rhetoric-because
% =

it involves choice and action, it is also through language that

one establishes communion with others, and it is "other" that

gives an ethical imperative to our actions, whether it-is Kant's

-

.Categorical Imperative or Christ's
r
"Do unto other... " - -all moral

preeepts begin with and, exist becau,se of others.

A final defense for ,promoting writing and eReaking.as

uniquely qualified for developing character stems from language's

special role in establiiKing our .very humanity. . Susamne Langoi. ,

1'
wrote: "Not higher sensitivity, not ,longer memory.

.

Fr even

guigker association sets man so far above other animals that he-
.

.

=,

3
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can regard them as denizens..5f a laver worild: no, 'IX is the'
..

. power of wing symbole-- the power: of .speechlrihat'm'okos him ,

.

4 .

.
.

-lord of 16e earth."3. .
,.. .

.. . .

' 1 use-the word "character" in my.peesentation instead off,
' -. ,:

'

. . :

"ethos" (the trad- itional word used in iwerence td a speaker or

A

writer's character) to suggest a much .wider framework forr

addressing the ethical issues raised in' and'by the composing] and,
, r 4

communicating act. Ethos traditiOnal4y is'vkewed as an audience

concern while in'this paper.1 will explOra the issue orcharacer
L. '7.

. ,

'in not only the, audience sense,but -also in the invention aspect

band- the disposition aspect--the list i.ermrLefers to the actual

'

1.4.6itting of our wails on papert-a concern-with formai matters

N, .

(style06rganizationi%editing), r am aware -that the composing,

e -

proCese is not best or exhaustively described by referring to its

parts', which implies'a systewinstead:of a process, but the
., .

. '

.
, .

%

,-
-..

Categories are a useful way of exolping and pxesentinq my
.

,

.

concerns with claracter.
.

!-
4

the aim of this e,xploration:le to reassert the primacy Of ,-'
o

. .
.

character development-in education; to: de-ifelop a framework for
s,

showing how chpracter issues Are.irivOlved.in all of the composing
, . .

process, and to suggest coincidentally some pedagogical "do's"
-

and "don'ts ", orat least to suggesttget if character develop-

mentis of primary value, than classroom strategies will be.morei
, "

. . -
,-. \

fruitful if bo h teachers and students have,expli insightsight into

It
. , .

these matters. z. t
.

My method for exploring 'the'relationshio betwes'n character

development and composition, besAges using the above 'categories

,

t ,
. 4,.

I

.
0
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,

of Invention, Audiene4;_andtisposition;:is to stipqate a
.

canon,.
,

),1'.
.

1 ,

.. 1 a wfiter.'s canon's:a chcie'oreonduCt-; thit is alwaye at.s.take,._, 4
1 - rr

,

r

b being developed and tested n the composing process. This canon

1 Iv
consists 4f four virtues o.

.'

habits.
,.

to possess these.virtues is,

1-
.

as the word hiihit suggests, not a matter of knorOg somettidng,
, .

:. <

i .

..
. . %

.
.

but' of doing something.' Thl adt of composing becomes potentially

..
arract w

!

ich van develop the via bonum. ,These virtues or

0.

e

.,

.9
..,.

habits are: honesty,courage, love., anduhumbition". 'The last
_ . : , 1 , . . 't

. .
. .. 1 . ' .

,terns 's borrowed from the philosopher Walter Kaufmann *whose book.
. , 1 % .

Without GuiIt'and JusOce: FrOM Deceidephobia to Autnomy iA-

forms the larger contextor this adOer. "Hu"itionn.is a coinedr. . .

terminvolvi ng humility and ambition.4 I will also use the

word and virtue of,hopel'einterchangea6lywith'imaition. Otis

.

Welter has rightlypointed out the need (or stlidents.or rhetoric.
.

.
.

. . .

. ,

- to' attend ta the-rOle,of hoOe'in stddyin.g discourseand I would-

6. ,

.
I ' .

-
.

.

argue Tor the need in discussing the* reiatcofishIvbetween
... .4-'. , ,: . _ ..

4

character development 'anf compoSition.5,
- -s.

. . . . .

1 might add fhat th absence of ofraredier also, revealed

1in th .composing processo The objective, however, ofpromoting

Character th-rough rhetori0 involves mote,thap getting writers to
0

evoicrthe.bpposite of thewriter's.canon.' One is not a virtuods..
,

..
. .

.

writer on a 'writer of Charlactkr if one d-oes'not lie, if oTie i§'

. not'coviardly, .i4' one is.not manipulative or proud. The goal
44 4.

.

the fpromotiori of virtue, n t the.eIimination of "chsfacber
. .., ..

, -
.

T-.
-flaws".. I make.a.dAstinctilono»in Other voids, 'between' aCtin. 4

, - .. 1 . ,
...

.
../ ; ,- ,

'morally:, not.ecting.imMera4Y;_apd acting\ immoraly.. To..jumpon
.

, , , =

.
..

one's comrades is- to, ac morally, not to jump,

,. i

. ,
.

. . .

... -'

(

... 4 A, . .! > .'
. a

.. ,,e. .

> .

al grenade to say

f
S t

f
0.

1
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. . .

.
.

.

pn the,grepaAe is- not immoral,' and tb-fail-to warn .your comrades
'...f .

. . .

. .. . . .

when. an'e might clearly to in a positio646 Ao sp. would be to act
.: .

.
.... . . . .

, - . . .

--immoratly.. The dietinct4doll betwee being'a viftuoui writer, a
A

- . - .

4

vii bonUm, and- not being an uhvirtuo s wiiteris a fuzzy one, but
..t.

At af
4t".does"sUgges that the ideal is to strive to be beyond the k

.point,Wherek_lirtue;is .more than "necessiEy, and is more4than the

. I-
absence of flaws. , .

.

In2/erition .

\J
Honeity ,

_As.rthe writer face's the blank. page,, of better still. as sly

looks *at the assignment, she by necessity, if she's eventually

,concerned with communicating an approximation of truth,' needs

honestyintellectual honesty. .This applies to all kinds of
.

writ,ing-4from how-to articles on bUilding a.bird house, to feasi-
V ,

bility stud) ies, letters of application, or to the traditional

reflective essay or persuasion paper. Walter"Kaumann writes:`

"high standards of honesty mean that One has a conscience about

wha.t one says and .what one .believes. lhey mean.that'one takes

some trouble to determine what speaks' for and yainst

what the alternatives are, what. speaks, for and against each, and

,what alternatives are preferable op these g/ounds".6 Honesty

then is. the virtue that addresses -the imperatives or'inquiry

The journey toconviction. and an approximation of truth as best
.

aesona tan know it requires intellectual honesty.

If we are ,going to prom/te intellectual honesty in.the

k
inyention stale, then'our students need assignments that promote

this. Augustus Koich, In a rftent -College English
.4

glish article;

-I.. ,

7

6 V
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i
r ..

makes a fine- argument about haw the typical research bagel in s .-

4 .
.

Freshlan,CompoSition course, besides not, promoting honeaty', .

actually promotes dishonesty; arid this dishonesty' applies not -

. .

only to the plaijiarist, but to, the noli-plsgiaiist as well.. .The

-.
. 44 4

k rion-plagiaiist ,avoidi the charge 'of dishonesty more on technAcal
-

v. ,geounds than on ethical grounds. The non - plagiarist often does
,

.
. - .

. . .

not even coMe'blose' to .(ribr do we expect him t'o) original
it * .

research or an orighnal synthesis, yet their cut-andpaste
.

'papers, if they follow the rules for.documentation.(certalnly.not
. ,

. ,...,

the same as following the imperatives of honest inquiry), are

ruled iCceptI!ble.
2
4, .

.

r. .

I
Likewise., we do not promote int llectUal honesty if we 'avoid

the prottlems of the so called "resea h" pap'er.bi',replacing it'
/

-with what Jack P. Rawlins calls the "in my opinion" paper.a

Though many of us see the audience of using the

langbagelof "in my-obinion" (rater I will how.how this
,

4

can be kbkind.of'audienceehbneety and audience humility), it' is

also possible that in. the invention stge.sucA phrasi poses

an epistomology.that% is excessively subjectivephrasing at .

confuses a constftutional right .tp express an opinion with the
:

ethical imperatives of honest inquiry, 'CertainlyCertainly it ih better to

give our students. topics `that belong to the.ptalM of the-
.

"probable", which is, as Aristotle tells r, the'domain of.
*ow

rhetoric, than give them..unreilistic seeeafth tppics that turn:.. .. .4 ..

inquiry into exercises in documentation. But it i4also.riskY
, .. -.

iwhen ro4 move strients'into

.

the realm of,"mepe-Opinion". :You ;
sl

,.,.

risk your 'students confusing sincerity with hokesty, rhetprid
4.4 4

. ,
e . .

',v..
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a

with mere opinion. As James. 'Raymond has pointed QL41 the fact.

that the oric deals with. the least amo unt of CertaiAt'y does not
,

mean that itja without rulesof inquiry that one must honestly

follow - -a rhetorfc lin is required to use the evidence of science

. ayailahle4s well as the methodJiend ev.idence of rhetoric.9 $

1p

hat kinds of assignments promote intellectual honesty? I

think that roohnOopics ih problematic situations that a're

personally lated to our students is a good place - -I thirik the

141 k IP
work of Linda Flower, and much that I would gather ender the

)
Young, Becker, Pike school, seemsvaluable in promoting the

fa.

t .
on6.in thejunio and senior year is one Way .to make.the issue of
. 4 0

.

. J'
' honesty in the invention stage,a prominent one. -- otherwise

development of character. and the virtue of honest Inquiry.,

Furthermbre, I think the implicit advice in,Professor Edward

Corbettrs piece in.Rhetoric Review o n the value of John Locke 4

.

to composition teachers is valuable in promoting nopestyour

etudents are experience starve0.10 .We Cannot expect them to.-

"know"; in John Lacke's sense', or in anyorie's sense for that
. *d.

patter, .if they are only taught composition,wHtn they are

academically and persona lly inexperienced. .T-he recent shift from

a composition course the freshman yeer,and a second one or third

''

teachers are often forced to turn writing classes into the

clbthing o# idegs already formed in the-§tudent's mind. In any"

.

.case,, we need to,set 0.assignments that either use the students

own lives as subject matter,,or set up situations -, especialf'y if
. ,

. we are,having them Write a lot in a ,short amount of time, in

\I'

which the inqu'ry,Stage is manageable arid the data they are._

I

8 I.

)
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-responding to is controlled..

Allan:Blgom, in a National Reviewfarticle, writes that the
. ,

,premise of many people regarding truth is "that the truth itself
3

must be a prejudice or at least treatea'as such."11 ThOugh I

understand' the irresponsible (brand of relativism he,is ieact4n

against', Ithfnk in one sense that ittis important to view

searching for the truth as a prejudice. The search
.

truth dpes involve a link betimen the knower and the.known--one.
r - -

cannot separate theknower from the known. Paradoxically, this

suggests that to achiev.e what weordingriy mean by "objectivity"

we need more of self, not.less :moreof an intellectually honest
.

self: An honest inquirer is on hosaims herself with a

vision. This arming could'consist of the methodology of a die-
.

cipline,.the masterihg,of heuristic strategies which by defini-
I; e

. lion promote the idea that'to know is to master perspective And

paint of view. A conception is something we :seb.with, and all

knowing requires active,"seeine on the 'part 'of any inquirer. A.
. .

preconception, bnrthe other hand is an unearned,.wnwarranted,

and a potentially dishonest conception. Having knOwledge (which

is not the same as having "the truth"), getting knowledgeis a

Complicated business. I might add- that because iriqUiry is Often

A such hardwork I stress to my students the need for a itual that

promotes discipline. Tb strive for honest'y lut to be week in the

flesh is itself dishogest...Too often mb student who says he

went to' the library and couldn't find anything waS.'oVertired, or

suffering fpom.low blood sugar, or was.4squeezing" in a few
it . .

. minutes from an overloaded schedule aimed' at getting tKe'greatest
.

9

t
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I

number of hours in a semester.'

Of course Mr. Bloom has a point about treating truth as

prejTlice.- Our stude nts need to "distinguish betWeen, to
.

4

phrase St. Theresa of A,&11a, the oad to heaven and heaven.. The

road to truth and certainty, fiat is involved in the act of kno0-

ing, is not the same as truth and Certainty. It,is preci4ely
. )

this difference between attempts at knowing the truth and

having the'truth that makes pur actions based on our knowledge

so fraught with. ethical implications. in any case; to argue that

knowing involves prejudice" is not to say that; truth does not

exist. A close playat home plate in a baseball game may make it
111

dOfficult to knew whether the'rgnner was safe or out..-the camera
. ,

angle Nay not s depth, fhe umpire may not4have been standing

. (a "prej udice") in -the ideal posiLiont and the players.involved
.

are unlikely to call the play wth' the proper "prejudice; never-i
*

theless, it would be wrong to argue- that there is no truth
N.

.here. ',A-combination of all points of view or "prejudice s", or a,

&judiciops selectiAn of the most appropriate point of_view. will

helps one in honestlioascertaining whether they have legitimate

knowledge,' buecertainly no guarantee of the troth. 0

Afiniknote. ',The milin goal is to.proeote honesty .in the

invention 'stage. I find it useful to reinforce this goal by
. -

, keeping a fileof examples of writers who were deliberately
. * .

- dishonest-zfrom fudgedriesearch.deta,..supposedly to get grants
e 0 ;*4.

.

and dwindleing federal -dollars,- to false, news stories. submitted
'

for Pipfitzer'priza's. Thesi are obvious examples. "The subtle

ones, the ohes that involve loaded questions (one °tiny

9 4
O

O.

/
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4:44&

favorites was a'question asked.of the participants in the Faetnet

sailboat race'in which a number of pa'rlicsipants were killed in a

vicious, storm. Some participants favored a more lax policy on

the use of more.sophisti6ated navigational aids. Poll ing is

the question prepared by the Tacing committee charged with .

poling the participants, but already on record againsl any rule'

change: "with hindsight Oeuld you support a change of ROC

policytb allow the use of hyperbolic' .fixing equipment and other

sophisticated navigational aids (remember that all sophisticated

equipment is a drain on yacht 's'batteries?)"-, v- reports on human
01

sexuality that are generated by and reproduced in Cosmopolitan

that' do not even come close to meeting even the "softer".
r

standards of scierttific investegation in the social sciences, oi

the many studies showing the Senefits
P
of smoking that come dUt of

America's "tobacco schools" and Japan (it is )6 the Japanese

govern.ment's benefitto promot smoking's benefits given the

revenues generated by taxing. this habit).

age,

The virtue of courage it of primary concern when I discuss

'Audience, but there is a special'wey it- applies toInventioQ. In

a writei.'s 'attempt V be solicitous about thematter bf which he
v.

writes, he 'often b'ecoMea aware that writing is not an ".armchair"

4

adventure. In the attempt to honestly answer questions that he
. .

may have generated about a problem, he will, often encounter some

dffficulties. bay not have his life threatened as reporters

covering the Middle East Or Organized Crime have been, threatened,

but he needs to know that it happens.and that it takes caurage. to

.
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.

. resiat T further promote the virtu I give them assignments . ..-
:=.

*

4.

^ .

that 'require
4
more than secondary rfsearch--;seignment that ..

.
. ,

requJ.re interviewing of distribut*ing'questionnaires. A student ,

. . o. ,
. invastigatkqg cheating in her school' or class .runs certAtm risks,-.

,- 4 1 ..
? # 41 0. fr. to

as does the student investilatipq and writing about hom6- ..

. ,

sexuality on ,campus. Even interviewing someone may be bmbaTriss-
, -.....

. ).
lag and may require a certain dmount-of coura e. In any casevit.

,
.

t , . 4, .

Should- be clear that if one decides to use composition courses as. .

p Kay of promoting the, "writer's canon", then assignments must

end4iirme difficult ,investigative ,tasks (this assumes\the
-

' need for topics that require investigation).

The Invention stage-Palso promotes.inother kind of .

. .

. .

courage; -the courage to, risk change. A writer seridOWaboul ex- .

ploring a subject honestly risks being changed by this. Anything

that risks a shattering or even an additibn to one's "image" of
.

.
the world (Kenneth Boulding's term) requires courage. Pedaittigi-:

*tally, thisasuggests that assignments arrived of tq ..'

*character, and especiallycturage, besides.re uiring lore. than ,
.

4,
o A

secondary research, shobld lso be topics that promote dis-r
equilibrium, thaiiihreaten our students' image.of Ne World.

. .
.

' Even to "lie down" with a -new concept risk§ 4 "conception", an
..

. .
, .

unwanted ane--11 takes courage not to play it safe.

Love .

An involvement with Invention-involves and promotes the

vrrtye of s elf-ldve. If we value our humiAty we ought to love

,ourselves as we May ,C0' ought to'love our nel,Ohbors. As ,teachers...:,

4

we should not assume that because ourstudents wantto "get

. 12
4

.

. .:

.... : ti I.

.4
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ahead" that this means they love their selves. To love

something is to prize it, to cherish it, to appreciate it there

is staple evidence that our students do not. Herman Melville

wrote: ,"From without,, no wonderful effect wrought within

ourselves unless ipmer_inter4or responding mender meets it." This

"interiar're,sponding wonder" is the self. 'The apparent selfish-
,

ness of the "me" generationmasks the,very real need of young
, r

geople to feel unique and specbal.

Language is the,Diajar way wasome ta know our uniqueness and,
. .

as Helen Keller soeloOuently testified in her discoveTy of

s

ztSnguage a way we come ,to restore 'our humanity--our love of

self. She.erotet "That living word. pmterl.awakened my soul,
.

.

gave it light, hope, joy, set it free."12 We wr ite first, and
1

foremost for ourself. We are, as Donald'Murray writes, the first
.

reader. Theresis a self that writes and another self.that reads.
.

.

Besides- promoting thinking this'ather self does-moTe; Murray
,

% s
,

. Nriteu "the other self: -also is the supportive collelague to the
-....

. . 1", .,;.; :
. .

% . 11.

writer, the"chlipo 464;eiateeyancy.eppouraces, listens
, i

sympithetlpslly.to theL.'wsriter''s complaints rand reminds the -
o

,
1 , o." i

...- e 4 ' .: t'' ) '. ..., ..,,,,,,.. .

_writer olcga&k, success. he.deepeT we cier-i.nto the wriking
. \i' :, -

. oiocdss the mare. we may i,saay,er how Wective concerns govevn
....... ...

...-.,
... . , p r . ,:s . , -

:16." thecagAitivT:i.T1,11 Adohcern with ',love in the Audience.'
...-- s....!---.*

,..pf scection .dr ehispaper is he most obvious *iaplication of the
----. ,

t vittueof love.';'aut ftr gAirstYstai4ishes communion with%
, - ..,

_

. A -t.
--,.t A. ,.

-puts0,1).ea.,' and each, ,-$ .ccmumpian promote, beCause they
... 4. f . .

.;- . ,s1 If ,,,e .'
, if

i
. reifwe ft./the v= rtueNpf lolre

:-..:.-' " ' 4,, , , ' 4- $ .1:.

- ',1

Huaifltt_y
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IAvention promotes the virtue ot.humility. The more. inter

lettually honest a writer becomes through honest inquiry the more
. .

.

problemoilc vyill:the act of knowing appear to bg. 'If a student
. .

:learns that the knower and the knowQ tInnot be separated, that

.langu ge creates Thought, and that -thought creates language, and

thatAaoguage.creabes reality, -and reality creates language, the.),

ought to be humbled. When Adam.and,Eve ate.of the fruit of theme

forbidden tree of Knowledge the9.bit off more than they could

chew-7theirlsin of pride must be amended with the virtue of

humility. L-
.

4

Ambition and Hppe,

Thit humility, however, should not turn into paralysis. The
.

'

vir bonum is one who can aA witlhOuk, certainty, without

absolute answers, without, truth pinned` and wriggling like a
..mm

ceptpred bug. Herman Melville wrote that the "truth' untomilromis-A-
ingly told must have its ragged edges" and so too the truth un-

i

compromisingly sought. The teal test of our.freedom, our free.
will, is to be able to.ace witihout guarantees that our actions

.
\

r.-

are absolutely correct, that our "knoWledge",is the same as

trkith. The act of exploring and, investigating requires and

promotes the hope that, the entetprise is'not a solipcistit
. .

one--that the "going 'around;' (from ambire--to 'get votes and thp

root of the word ambition,) is,not without meaning. It is

. . .

imp
ortant that we not believe as Voltaire wrote, thit "people 'use

. \ -
thought only et justify their wrongdoings, and speech only, to

.

' - Iconceal their-thoughts":

Audience t

1 :4
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The, word ethos is the traditional term used in referrring.to

the speaker qr writer's character as it appears to and influepces

an audience. There is littleAoubt that the, reputation of a.
1

writer or speakerprior.to their-communicating, or revealed

during the act of communicating, greatly influences how an

audience interprets and finally synthesizes a message. In a very

real sense e writer's.words are never, separate `from the writer.
.

- .
More is involved than a message that-passes to the reader--an

impression about the.writer and her character is also conveyed.
,

Thoreau wrote "It is the man determines what is said, knot.

the words. If a mean.pArson uses a wise maxim I bethink.me how

it can be interpreted so as to'commend itself to his meanness.

but if a wise man makes ,a commonplace remark.I consider what.

- wider construction it will admit.." For the Romans the way to

appear to have character was to have character--to be vir

bonum--e0 you achieved thiskby habitually doing virtuous Acts,

and it was the "doing".of rhetoric that heaped promote 'these
.

virtues. Today, "impresgion.management" of concern..

Nevertheless making a good impression is important, and learn-
,

.

'ing/ how to make one is not a sign of substance. Furthermore,

though some of the people can be fooled some of the time, there
. .

is evidence that no amount of "pure'" impression maAagement will

disguise a character of meanness - -a writerfOr. speaker without the

canon.

Honesty.
.

Honesty should not be. confused with sincerity, though

sincerity. is certainly preferable to insincerity. But top often
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sincerity is mouthing. falsehoods with convict,iorr, which is to..

glsosay that thespeaker or writer did not follow the impeya-
.

N tives of inquiry in the invention stage. This honesty, Ortker-
.

mire) not, merely frankness. Walter Kaufmann wFites: "One
. _

tells people what one thinks of them and assumes -Wat extreme

rudeness is proof of moral-supviority .104 Confusing honesty.

with sincerity and frankness are popular misconceptions because

they,place.honesty, within reach of all of us.

Margaret'B. McDowell, in,an essay entitled "Honesty in

Freshman Rhetoric", mentions that we oftentimes peromote a

'd4shonestIrelationship between writer and reader when we giyJe
. . .

. . ,

assignments that requite of freshmen,to master "skillful
.

.

expression," instead of presenting informed opinions.15 The-

. . r

relationshtp betWeen writer and imagined, simulated, or real

audience is a dishonest one from the startin this instance the

writer ieally'toesn't have.bn informed Cipinion and really doein't
A

'wish to communicate--wrIting.becontes rationalizing and .skillful

expression only. 1

George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, in their book Metaphors We °"---

Live;By, note how even the language that underlies argumentation

is itself metaphorical--a war metphor..le To think in terms- of

"setting up a-defensel, of."destroying". your. opponents arg ment
.

,

in a Pro/Con/Pro sandwich, or of finding- "'ammunition" hind of a .

less than honest approach ;to establishing coMmunion or caring for

your audience (the virtue-of lovie). If we wish to promote

. characte'r, especially hones y in regards to audience, then as

teachers we have to be care ul that we 'not set up pedagog'ic'al.



0
.

strategies that work ageindt us. This is often difficult, since,

g

as Lakoff and Johrqon point out, these are metaphors we live

by2-not ones we necessarily think of critically.
,

Codrae

To communicate our cony ctions arrived at hopestly'and

investigated courageously, by the act of speaking-or .wribiryg,

requires courage. Wordsare deeds. If words are not viewed as-

deeds,but only as "mere words". then one is never accountable for

what is said, and,of course what is mis-said, or said acrd not
A

done., -Politicians who'ask ul'to judge them by the&* deeds and

not thiqlgr Words imply that words are not deeds, and to some

extentCondition voters to ignore the ethical dimension of mere-
.

.No14 words.--these nbn -acts. Common sense, of course, tells us that

words are indeed, deeds. And like all deeds they are potentially

a source for promotinig courage. The printed word (not to be

confused, with the courage of investigating) can still get you

shot or imprisonedt'and though my students willnot face this,

yet, A my classes, I,do incorporate into my.assign ents the

posssibility of public viewing (particularly the school

',newspaper), They risk ridicule and embaryasiment from what they

have writte6 and this promotes courage. The key pedagogy here is

t viewing writing as a deed, and having the deed witnessed (school

newspaper, local newspapers, taped.to school hallways, copies to

classmates, etc.), .

I keep a file of noteworthy examples of courage. A most
.

noteworthy example or model is the courage of. Thomas More. To be

courageous is not to be'outrageous, reckless, or foolhardy.

17

S
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Courage, like hopesty, has is number of.false.f.aces and it is

important to show.the,student th'st courage is hard ft .come by

The most courageous thing to do may be to waif .nothiniiikeMoie,
-

4.
the courage may be in silence. Arite.totle writes in his, .

%, 4

Nicomachean Ethics; "Anyone can Op angrythat is easy--...,

but -to do thi.S to the right perSan, to, the 'right extent, at the

ri time, with the right motive, and ih the right way, that is

not for everyone, nor is it easy; wherefore .goodness is both, rare

and laudable and noble)47
.

Lcive
.

. r

.
Love is probablyotheikey virtue. In a concern with-iudkemce

, ..
(es honesty was the key virtue in the 'invention or 'inquiry stage

1 ' .
,

of the proceds). To communicate withithe -goal of assisting or "
. .

beriefiting your audience in some way (jas opposed, tothe god', of
r

getting your own way) is to act lovinly. Thid is not a sentimen-
i

. .411.

talized version of love, but involves tOre cultivation ofsa sodael
1 .

Conscience.L Love, as Walter Kaufmann ipoines out, may .riot be .

. . ,

required'4 rationality, but it is deJirable We know how &n.-.

debted we lare.to'those who show concern for others, in particular

in the carte executed in communicating,with someone--aIl the way

to caring that whit is communicated i# useful and somewhat true,

to concerrj with the ease with which o e's reader follows what is.

writ en (. would eden include indebt&ness to those people who

write dir ctions with care for putti g a child's toy togethei.'

For the ost part I have abandoned t e night-before-Christmas
/4-

scene in fzont of the fireplace with wine glass at hand and tie

b'*

child's y spread out before me, cursing, not only the unebring
A

1.8
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et
.

.

. , .

.. . .
.

person Wrier- Wrote the'dirbctions,but

.

alsAanta And the infant
.\ .

. .

4 .a
. 0 e

'Jesus' birth):
r

.

In' the cultivation of love our s ddents should also realize
r .

how complex being ,iirtOo'ds can be. Lovsflmax,, for example,
-

' conflict with honesty. So be it. Was the "whiskey, priest" in
A,

, GrahamGreen's The Power and the Glory,uhvirtuous rin. carryihg----- : ..

. 4

out his priestly dutiet-eVeli though he hadono"faithlh4mself?.,

1

-,' . . -.

Theie is.nb denying that yiewas.lying in'some way tb the,
.% * .

believers he 'ministered ta, but In this instance, his concern ,

\ .. ... r
.

'for their well-being overrode the demands of hOneit. 'There is

no guarantee that the 'virtues of the canort will not coTpete with

, ,
.0ch other (epr Raurmapn honesty -is the central virtue Which

. "

, ehould in most instances take precedent). Cultivation or arid

possepiion ofEhese virtues of the'canon'will not necessarily
.

.make one's life'eaiievi nor wiN ii make the, decisions that

0 ,
accompany writg.and speaking any easier.' The implications for

our teaching is-that we demonstrate for our students-<and-which

will be demonatrated.in their own writing the speaking) that

writing, for wtample, a letter ,of recommendaiion for someone,

that, is honest_may-Nurt somlane-(iX Mould be interesting to apply

this canon to. that whole ge4i(of letters:of-raCommendatipil that ,

accompny appLicationsfoi teachingjobs)..
! I

Inherent'in the virtue-of love as thlorming virtue for a

ConCern with audience and ,with a concern with establishing

"communionn'is the belieflhat manipulation of one's audience is
/'

wrong,. not only if the manipulation is fo,r the writer or .

.speakersftenefiXbut also if it..' is for the audiehee'd"own
. -

. .
.

) '

.
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good":' Manipulation strategies based on images pfman that see

as irrational -and .unfree .run the risk of becoming self
ik.

.-
., fulfilling. As mentioned earlier, words are deeds and they ace

. 0 ,,' .-
i

.capable of all kinds of 'influence. . There are, df course, times,'
.. ,.

. '-..

.

.

when,a situation may demand a lie, when 'aye takes precedent over .'
.'

I

honesty-wh'ether ,it's to protect our lovid arms or a nation there
. .-

are cer tainly times when "security" justifies a falsehood./
, . ..

Nevertheless,"-rfietoric shou0.never be dismissed ds "mere
.

:
.

rhetoric"; our words ctei and do. co-me back to haunt us. . '..

4. . ,
.

.

T.S. Eliot;sthdmas 1 Becket said that "the greatest treason Is -

to do the right thing ror the wrong reason." It is often these
44 2 l N

wrong reasons, thesa:,"Duace et 'decorum est/$5;:rpti.ila mar

t

" type
. .

.

reasons tha me back to hal" a nation, Whether it is o get
. . ---......--'

(

votes or t p the right thing, to help a nation, thashopt-
. , .

sightednes of trying to manipulate people with '"mere rhetoric",

,with sophistrA,, Kith. lies runs the risk of destroying trust in
It . .,

words and eventually in pur leadersk. The truth yncompromisingly
. .

t .
.

told must indeed have its ragged edges.), and a failqr of our
. .

nation's leaders to recognize this end.instead to speak a

rhetoric of absolute certaifty is finally not an, act of love, MD.

matter how pure the motive.

Humility

If humility in the invention stage is ielated to the lack of

certainty that accompanies inquiry in the realm of the prObable, .,

humility in the audiele stage is related to the probability tha

a writer or speaker will ,not establish propinquity or
'4

- i . .

with her aUdience, th#t her audience will not changeor heed /her

. //

20 f.
O
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caring words. *The 'reader or listeno.r.mai See her as 'dishonest,

. --, N6
% k

cowardly,'manipulatVe, or proud, (4hen shA la not, caNmhen she

:

t

1-
. .,

is, bqt doesn't-know ,it), The audience maybe dishOnpst and.
. , .

.! = -a .

.1.---wouldn't knOW th'e real khing anyway. Hpr timing may be wrong; '-
.

: . .

. ,

',she They be a prop het
./
n'her own and and be suf.fering.thvir. usual

1.'.

,. .

fate. The Tower of BeCLe.1 is a mighty. one, and to -estatilish.

comminiOn,once iare ef'ehe larger i"un erse of discourse" is
a

. .

'difficult and humbling.' The pen is not always mightier than.t6e
(

sword, and .11erp is a point to Stalin's query aboue how many T"
. -_.

.

divisions the Pope had.
... .

, ; .

It may be intellectually dishonest tliPr000te, as I
. .

mentioned earlier, or to assign the "in-my-opinion"A3aper, but .

assuming its limi tations are UnderstOod, the pro4sional nature

of "my opinion". is a.fair enough statement (by an informed and
41

honest inhluirer) and a' fair enough reco'nition of the personal

net/ate of knowledge that separates (as uch as binds). humans from
- .

one another. Humility can lead to toler nce, and a willingness
R

to listen to other voices and other opinions. "Idoften teal

studegts that another facet of .humilIty is not so much the

humbling affect of. pink stips and rejections; but the hymbling

affect of .someone accepting their piece for the wrong reaAon (,as
No

I write this essay worip' about a reactionary reader Agreeing.

with this essay for the wrong reasons), or of someone accepting a
,4

'piece that isn't all that good, or getting somathitig accepted ,

that will be'misundersood by readers, .or that will be

understood, acted upon, and which later will be found,to haVe
;

been wrong advice (I tell, or better still have them find'vut on
.

. `21
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theirown, that this doesn't haireto be the,,Davib Stockman type,
.

' /4
. . . A .f .
.

eliducation.either; it cap,be ,e4feasibilAty study" that' casts a
.s ., ,

.

.- .. ..
".

..00n1Plarir Mill tOnS ): .. r . . °' - .*, . A .

A 12 4.! s" '''J... .,(
kAmbition or *Vope *c, 4" ,

, --. 4.
.. 6 '4' ' b C0 .

Z
44,,Lib

4 . 4 . ,. , 4; ' \.

in spite of the difficti.ltiin aYatabliiting- coinmunio'n2 .

. :. ,gc.
i - . . '

writers' itirl'assault t'he Towirr*-of. Babel. Though many think thatN.. 0% *. 6

I ",talk is cheap",,and lhough'Sflence'is.easy dn moat ceses, and.
. . .. 0

.

1; , Of . . .
thpugh.many TV and film hemp ate.thestrong and silent type,

.

.

. many people still stri.ve to- commuoicatei A
*
nd. not just to,

... . . .

..-- .
.

"express themselves" (tgis, m
.

ay rAuirs self,-love, hoivever)4 but

A, .

to communicate.." is often requireb glee writer or speaker to
. , . ...._0. ., .

give up that, whiZE rvienta'cliMffrunien--pilide, fears hate or
. =,. .

. . 4.,, Ai§ e ' fiNw..- 0 ...

' 'anger, This involi/es )o.re than'
. .

usi stratevies for "bridges

* ., d I ./ 0 .

building":' Efiminidionvof fareork for example,,invplves more
, . . . :'''

than replacing it with dkleare.r language. Jargon is often the
/74# * co 4 .

languagelf ego?-a.,ptideful kaylguad6 that separates oute.iders .

i
. ....

ia . %..

(
-

.
' -- . ;'

..v

.

,
.

from insidexs. The thimist'whb einalkfteliala-plumber "don't
.- -' 0

use hydrochloric ,acid to 'clean out.-pewer'papes, it eat's hell out
- .

.. ..s4 .4:7

of the Pipes" i'a-doing more than writing clearIr than "tile '
.

,..

efficacy of hydrochloric acidlikirldisputable,'but the corrosive :
. . .''''' 18residue is incompatible with Fret:Alia, parmanence..". , The later
.

.

. t .4
writer is flawed by pri 4 a, cat4nTmue for appearanc2, a.

,,. .1),

distancing between charms .and"plumbeic:41ile the former tommUni-
4 .

.
.4 .

cartes, attempts to establ sh commttn.ion, and foists thitoit can .
0. -',... . :

. .
happen. . .

.... 4.i.
To attemrq to..conimunicate,' aap&cially to a hostile audience,

../.
.

.
. $. 0.

vromotes,becamse it requires it, the virtue of hope and
I"

1k
..

4 s. . .
. , > 22,. . ,.

.4, A.
4 4 Y 44r ,
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ambition. The etymology of the word smbitio0..1sthe latin'word.
,. .

,,

ambiret which meant to"go aboui,gatherfrib votes for pubfic, {

. / v,
. 6 ...

7--,office. Lt-aoes little good to play Achillies,piridesswolleni

"avoiding -compromise acrd empathy lest one becomes like "one of
, .. .:

..
.

t ,-4-*

.. thdres". To Cftanle things one must be willing .o .engage others in-
.,

, I.
. . ..

' some sort of dialogue with the hope that criffimuplon can occur and

with etiopgh ambition to carry it.out. I might.-add that'l am mot
. q .0

assuming that compromise or .the twiddle ground is:the model, for
6 4

. . . ,

.
C . establishing communion--such posturinI is ofterj,.the positron of

the intelleetualy'dishonest or those who are unprepared' for,the '
N

competlhg pull of various virtues. Onemust, in other words,
,

. 6 ?..'

temper iiine'',Viope with humility.
.

.

. ..

. ... .. .
Dispositfon* .

My final concern is With the application of the canon to the
.

a 0 :.
Dispositioq,stageT-the actual writing or speaking and arl the

. . . 0), .

. revising and editing th-at is attendant to this stage. Iniention
4 ....... "r

. 6
6

.

. and drOtion of one's audience occurs not only prig to writing,
.i

.

. . ,4e.

0' but in-tife et of Writing. 'I again my organiz-uld remind in that
I, 1, . .. . .

6

.6 ,,.

ingthis palierinto three parts--inverition,,podience, and
.

.- ...

dispositiondoes not assume that the process of writing occurs"
.

6

1 - '
. ,

in stages or that Ihritingias heuriitic comes after some
,

nonAwrieing inventron.or heuristic strategy. Furthermore, I ay
., .,

4...

- 'inclined to ,view-the act of writing asthe most' critical stageAm
. .

.' .
...

.. -

the making'of meening. We push the pen and the pen pushes us.
.

b

As,we write, we see, literally, what we mean, and it is in this
,

;

"technoldgy of writing that we establish meaning. ,Nevertheless,
t -goo

the' examples ,I have used en the first two,paits of this paper

k -,- .

.

.
'.

.
v.i

. l
r. 23
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. point to differint activities .16 the act of being a writer
1.t

-(distin from, "writirig")&that promote the virtues of the';

writers kanon..

Since lan age is .a way of seeing, it is also a way of, not

(seeing; To write is togive significance to something. The

,honest Writeq,knows what language does to TWatity--language is a

V49.rif. sLei:ng reality and a way of not seeing. I am making a

distinceion between the honesty of'ari invention, that is required

as a.writer'i.nquires and questions and investigates pri '6r to

,Writing (or after.writing), and the honesty requiredNor writing

itself., As write, for example, I.need to warry about the
4

reality Iam creating. A: wr4ter can literally get. caught up in

her words' (paradbxically, this is what makes writing exciting--I

think of Robert Frost's "no surprise for the Wet, no surprise

41OF the reader"); Writing is full of.surprises and it is this

aspect that requires a writer to be on her toes,. her hodest toes

(even this strained image is one thatcome'srrom the preceding

word "toes"; but I ecidedioto keep it). The Tact that I have at

itimes refercedito the artificiality of this article's informing
.

structure is an attempt. at honesty--a recognition hat being

enamored of one's Words ox structures can surprise, delight,

entertain, but ai\eo lead astray-particularly the writer.

Besides the epistomological issue of the relationship

between writing as a way of knowing, as a way of making meaning,

II would also includi under disposition and honesty Chose pada- '

gogical strategies thatkemploy formalized techniques, for

S 24
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example,. the 504 word theme often coviedwith stock rhetorical
. -

-
/nodes' of development,, that may serve useful ,purposes,: but may

..P

rii:it, if. Character Arowth, is .a prinigry objectivi, serve the .
. , . _.....

development of the vir' bonuin. Dav4d :Harrington; in an .essay
, 4 . .4. . 4.1,,.

4

4
0.

. 0

entitled "Teaching -Ethical Writing ", 1..!kikes : "It doesn't. take j

. ...

much illustrative material .to give the 'appearance Of' support foi
.

. -

a .generalization.," The academic opportunist soon learns this, and :6

that presents a very troublesome ethical *probletn""119 It is

quite possible that setting up templates for composition, though

supportive for oper legitimate goals of a writ ng teacher,

encourages a lackadaisical attitude tpwads the impl cations

regarding form .and meahing7-iMplications that result in a view
,

that form and Meaning are separable, that words and structureA

are mere clothing for our ideas, and thus the promoting of a
, elt I.

'situation that does not encourage the virtue of -honesty. .v 140

.5.M. Halloran suppoets the view I am giving here about the

relationship between writing and' meaning acrd its relationship to

character.' "Character is always. corrigible because .it resides in
--.

. e ..-1 .

habits that are formO by the very act ion'S -in. which they ar:,,,,
. .

expressed. I choose my character, but not my
.

personali4.20.)
w r .

The honest writer recognizes 'how Writirrg is.to choose one's

character by making his character as they write. We. become what
P .

, .

we want to bkcome and if fQr. the writing' teacher -the goal is the

A vir" bonum then the teacher needs to cOntrol , fpr this outcome.'

There certainly are things to be avoided if one/is control-

I 0
ling for this outcome, but there are also .strategies Mit help

/

promote this_ kind of dispositiOnal /raking of Character. Iffy,
.

1

1.
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4

* writing is a way,of creating self or character then we want to

avoid.thohe strategies that create a less than ethical cltracte
iI .

.

and promote those - strategies that are helpfdl.- It is-not b
* .

.
. .

.

purpose of this essay to go into the'infoxming thinking that%
.

. .

influehces my.thinking(Richard Lanham, Wayne Booth, WaLker
,

.
. - 1

. .,
. .,

. ). ,
Gibson) `about writing ,as the creating of'self,"a miy of becomnng

/
-

11, .

.but lt does emit my pbrposee.to suggest that,muche the.ptdagpgy
. - .e

P .
regarding im&tating and impersonating' is not only supportive of,-- .

. .
.7.

. . . 4-
,

the goals of creatiRg an ethical character, but hark-back to the'. :*

..

. .. a* -
Classical tradition that informs this essay. It was prapitely,

. . .0.

f*

°' the metho'de of.copying, imitating, and.impersohabing that'the
l'

\IP.11mans used in educating-Weir young. An authentic self or the .

O

preferred, honest self, was created, if you' will,' by tryitig "'obro..
.

elot of selves. Even here, however, it its critical that the

'teacher be prepared to meet the concerns of those students who

find imitation dishonest, as well as being seribitive to ways in

'which thke pedagogy may promote dishonesty. 4t -

Courage - .

4 N .

Under invention I write of the need to confront the ethical
r

. *
implicat4onaiof exploring and entertaining conctetins of ,the

. .worldithat threatened the stebility of our7students. images tlif
. *

the world. Under my concern with audience I addressed the
.

,Orimary involvement of, the vi ?tue courage with attempts at es-
.

tablishihg Communion with
. ,

bthert..In this with courage in.., ,,

4
, . c.

the "disppsititRal" sense, I will address the issuet-of style and
.. 61 *4

self,impression management- -words not only create the writer'srself, .
* I

they also establish aself, an ethos,that always, to some

O

{. 26. 44.
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extint,: attempts to impress. But how far should alwriter go in

meeting the exp ectations of others? We are an intolerant society

in many ways. As Much' as many of us say and act as if we are

offended by commercials that promote "dressing for'success",

tbereis ample evidence that one can dress for success. Even in

our own profession there is \a aybiguity about style and impres-

glen maragement Rosemary Hake and Joseph M. Williams' article

in CoIlege'tnglieh, entitled "StYliand its-Consequences: Do

as I Do, Not as I iay", Shows the results of a study V'English

teachers and their' teaching of style and 'the'pedagogical

implications. The study showed that English teachers valued

highly "nominative" language (when accompanied by evidence of

reasoned thinking) over supposedlygood-style accofflOanied

by evidence of reasoned-thinking), that is, la style'not overly

nominative.21 Tiis study 'strongly suggests*foi the context of

atilis paper, that even English teachers\are impressed by
. .

supposedly intended impression managing styles that are not
/ .

.

exemp,lary.' 40 plain should the "plain truth" be? How plain

should a style be? HoW-Idopt,ive to die. expectations of an
. .

audience'should a writer or speaker be? This is,a tough
40, . I..

,decision. This, dispositional concern with courage is no. more

'evident than
".

in Assues surrounding dialect. What impression does
. k

.. .

one make if he speaks in an authentic voice thgt. may lie viewed
.

as

the expression,of a substandard dialect (Richard Ohmann and

others Ave written persuasively on, class and.languave "as a

marker and maker of class)? As teachers we need to worry about

the implications of.a pedagogy that may foster a standard of

"I'
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language "that would freeze stud'ents' language into someone

)
else's rules imposed from without."22 Such a peda6agy,Tay run

counter tp the good advice that our students have the courage to

be themselves. .

.A,i4z .. t
v .

. :

,

But what is the self? It not theseg___10.41-pirdby the need--t-c,

create and present a self an audience?* Would it not also take
,

_

courage to present a self that to some extent,may even run

counter tq the iffage a writer has of herself? It would be

unethical I would argue for a person'of substave,''who has

followed the imperatives of inquiiy and therefore has 'something

of value la Lay,, to not succeed 'because of a failure to impress,

because of a failure, for at least this occasion, to become a

version of self tat impresses -- especially if this version-

requires little more thin attending to "someone elses rules ".

But of course it seems equilly unethical to pound away at our

students about correctness if we are doing little more than

promoting clasi, not clarity or logic as many claim. It will

take courage, or thti aspect of courage ought to be made

manifest, to decide'to "impress" arno.

Love Ir..

-.One can loves truth, and can love one's audience, and, in

order to maintain symmetry,'ne can love words, the right 'words.
... 1 4. ,

Much orwhat I said under invention and love applies here. It is .

\ '. ,

through speaking and writing that we create self, and this deSire
. ..,

N. . .
to laity" reildiresslalf love. To speak andwrlteis to first and.,

.
. .

fOremost promatehe notion that one is important, that one has

something to say that.Isworth saying and worth listening to. I

1.

/
c ,
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would add only to, this that to love words is
>,

in a way,,to love

sel(f, since it is language and the ability to name, to signify,
.

,

and thus create significance, that one.aghieves his humanity.
/

0 0

And tzolove'words is to love others, since without words union,
-

%.,....
. ,

commgion, As impossible, and the other person would surely be
,

.

Hutniliry

As I 'mentiOned earlier'in the text, words are no longer

viewed within the ontological and epistomological framework of

the AncientL' Furthermore,. few of us believe .or ought to beLteve

(for nonbelievers.I refer them to Susanni La'gor and others) that

language mirrors reality. Instead, one con/ronts the frightening

epistomology of the 20th Century--that word's construct'and
)

/

'obstruct reality. In Stuart Chase's The Tyrariny of.Words

he compares the limited language [sign] of his cat, Hobie Bsker,

with the language of,humans (symbots] "..:mosl. children do not
. .

. long maintain
(
Hobie Baker's realistic appraisal of the e rn/iron-

meitt. Verbal identificatio'n and Confusge abstractions begin 'at a

tender age....Language is no more than crudely acgdired before

children begin trguffer from itgvand to missepresent the word

by reason of it."2,3.All can be viewed as a fiction.. And if

words become who and what we are, and if not everyone "speaks"
. .

the same language metaphorically and litetally, then alienation
.

and loneliness seemall too possible and real. I don't think as
.

41'
teachers we can or should prevent our students from sensing the

i.

ragged edgesof.,truth hefe.

Hope

.0. 29
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I am going to conclude this essay within the framework of

this essay's strmpture. I believe, as I mentioned in my

introduction, that Otis Walter is right in calling our attention

/ to studying the olelof hope in studying discourse, and conclud-

i
,

ng with hope, is one way of calling atVntion to this: "One'can

with Whorf and others, emphasize the extent to ,which the language

by its very structure of categories limits the thinker, or one

: can recall [Franc] Boas's [the anthropologist] pointing'out that

apy language is capable of genirating.the'terms to cover new

ideas, when that need ccurs."24

However humbled by attempts SekestablisKinq communion, we

nevertheless continue to speak and write; and\we ask our studepts

to. Nor could we,stop them. ,Perhaps they will never encounter

.0v9Pselse the lonelinessof'language (thtugh thi humbling aspect

should be taught and learned) and thus may not 0 searching for

hope. It may be difficult to, get our students to strive for

somethiqg they may not yet need or to get thosewho need Rope to

strive for it. In any case, it is possible not to get "caught

up" in our words or those of others. It is possible with

language to thaintain a critical distance - -to distinguish between

the "knowing" that goei with language and the "truth" to which

all knowing aims.-

We can, if we listen and read, with care, understand others,

and; if we. speak andwrite with care, get otters to understand
* . .

.
If

us. It j.s hope, to whattver degree some of us have to call
..,

, .

forth this virtue and thus promote it, that envelopes these

tr'tempts at careful communion. It Is hot vithout significance

that the most obvious.-characteristic of despair is. silence.

30
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